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Adapted from a series of lectures on the historical basis and current resurgence of the
sacred feminine, given by Andrew Harvey at the California Institute of Integral Studies
in Spring 1994, The Return of the Mother is a profound journey into the heart of the
Divine Mother. In this comprehensive and groundbreaking work, mystical scholar
Andrew Harvey unearths traces of the sacred feminine in major world
religions—Hinduism, Islam (Sufism), Buddhism, Taoism, and Christianity—and in
aboriginal and indigenous wisdom traditions. Harvey presents a scathing critique of the
patriarchal distortions in religious history and doctrine that have obscured full
knowledge of the Divine Mother, and shows how to reintegrate this vital aspect into the
spiritual consciousness of humankind. The Return of the Mother offers a radical new
perspective, balancing the historical overemphasis on transcendence by honoring the
immanence of the divine in passionate engagement in the world. Only by cultivating a
direct, respectful relationship with the transformative power of the sacred feminine can
we alter our disastrous attitude of dissociation from nature, the body, sexuality, and the
details of human life, and generate the energy and compassion needed to reverse the
course of destruction we have set the planet—and all of life—hurtling toward. In lively
question-and-answer sections, Harvey further illuminates these vital issues and takes a
strong stand against our dependence on “gurus” and “masters,” proposing instead an
egalitarian model of spiritual community based on intimate groups of mutually
supportive guides and friends. The Return of the Mother is an eloquent and passionate
call for all of us to rediscover and reclaim an authentic and empowering relationship to
the divine, and recreate a sacred life-in-the-world.
Window Rock, Arizona, is the last known location of Honor Roberts, who vanished
when she was just thirteen. It was her only sanctuary from the Breed research that
would surely have ended in her death—one such insidious experiment should, indeed,
have killed her. That she lived is both a miracle—and a great mystery. Stygian’s mission
is to find Honor Roberts, no matter the cost. Now, with the help of Liza Johnson,
assistant to the chief of the Navajo Nation, he is closer than ever to his goal. But will the
discovery of Honor Roberts mean the destruction of the mating heat that has developed
between Stygian and Liza?
The author of this concise guide to unarmed combat and self-defence is a legend. W. E.
Fairbairn (1885-1960) spent over thirty years in the tough environment of the Riot Squads of
China's Shanghai Municipal Police. In order to lower levels of Police mortality at the hands of
Chinese Tongs, he studied ancient Chinese and Japanese martial arts, including Ju-jitsu, and
was the first foreigner to be awarded a black belt in the discipline. He developed his own
system which he called 'Defendu'. At the outbreak of the Second World War, he was recruited
by Britain's Special Operations Executive as an Instructor in unarmed combat and expounded
the deadly mysteries of attack and defence to scores of trainee agents about to be dropped
into occupied Europe. His methods were approved and officially adopted throughout the British
army. Fairbairn also developed weapons and defence aids such as bullet proof vests. He is
best known as the co-inventor of the famous Sykes-Fairbairn knife. In this book he expounds
his distilled experience of unarmed combat. Fully illustrated, it shows how to deliver deadly
blows with hand, fist, knee and boot; wrist, bear- and strangle holds (and how to break them);
how to throw an enemy, and how to break their backs; how to disarm a pistol-wielding attacker;
and securing a prisoner. The book also contains a chapter on the use of the rifle in close
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combat by Captain P. N. Walbridge.
Born in Berlin in 1922, James Bachner was a German Jew during the darkest days of the Third
Reich. Once a happy child in a well-to-do German family, as the years passed Bachner faced
first ridicule and persecution, then imprisonment and deprivation. Attributing his survival to a
combination of strength and being in the right place at the right time, Bachner’s memoir is a
poignant and often horrific account of Jewish struggles during the days of World War II.
Beginning with his idyllic childhood, Bachner expresses the range of emotions he experienced
as the Nazis transformed his homeland into a nation where he and his fellow Jews were no
longer welcome. He describes the volatile political atmosphere and the fears inspired in all
Germans by tales of the concentration camps. In addition, he tells of the belief many Jews held
that the West would step in and put an end to Hitler’s reign. The work then details the realities
of life in a concentration camp. The end of the war, Bachner’s reunion with his remaining
family members and his eventual relocation to America are also discussed.

Luke uncovers a plot to steal a famous painting and gets caught up in the gang's
attempt to break a code that will lead them to a stash of Nazi gold.
Kate Winter teaches dog owners how to train their canine companions. During
her spare time, accompanied by her Lab, Dakota, she explores the woods and
beaches on foot or horseback. She's worried that something's happening in her
relationship, but she can't get her girlfriend Trish to talk to her about it. Faith
Hutchins recently lost her sight after a terrible outdoor accident. She's dealt with
her anger, depression, and blindness primarily on her own. A seeing-eye dog
would help alleviate her reliance on anyone else, but the guide dog school has
been unsuccessful in providing her with one. On a mission to find someone who
will train a dog specifically for her, she ultimately zeroes in on Kate. They say
lightning never strikes the same place twice. But positive lightning is notoriously
unpredictable and can ignite a fire when and where least expected . . . no matter
who's in its path."
Positive LightningBink Books
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